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particularities of daily life. This is one aspect. The other is my moral
credibility; that my life is a living example of what I teach my students.
No matter what subject one teaches, there is a human side to all that
is being taught. An education without a human face is difficult to be
considered true education.

R E C T O R ’S
message
Fr K. L. George, SJ

In Jesuit education we call it ‘Praxis’. Praxis in Jesuit circles is
a cyclic, forward looking and progressive way of learning; experience
leading one to reflection / discernment; reflection / discernment
leading to resolution; resolution leading to action; action leading to a
new experience. And back again to reflection / discernment and so on.
This is perhaps the Ignatian way to becoming a trust worthy person in
any society. Students who study in Jesuit educational institutions get a
taste of it in direct or indirect ways.

One of the maladies that affect humanity is ‘trust deficiency’.
The idea or the concept of ‘trust’ may be approached from different
perspectives. But there is one particular understanding which has
fascinated me and drawn my attention a lot. Being someone involved
in higher education for the past thirty one years, I have learnt it in my
classroom environment. And I have seen and experienced the same
dynamic at work even outside classrooms, in every form of relationship
and social functioning.

I hope that the NP students who are venturing out into a highly
competitive world would remember this – not to lose the human touch
in all your perceptions, decisions, choices and actions. In short aim to
be a credible, trustworthy person at the intellectual, affective, action
and conscience / spiritual levels. To “stand, boys, like men to each
other / As onward through life we go”. Sursum Corda.

The lesson is very simple. If I want others to trust me, I need
to be trustworthy. There are two aspects which make me trustworthy:
expertise in my area of functioning and my moral credibility. Let me
explain. Being a teacher, I am expected to be well versed in my subject;
to be an expert in the application of that knowledge to life; to be one
who perceives universal truths of life, beyond the practicalities and the

butter from me, I have been buying a pound loaf of bread from him.
Every day when the baker brings the bread, I put it on the scale and
give him the same weight in butter. If anyone is to be blamed, it is the
baker.”(Source: https://wealthygorilla.com/10-most-inspirationalshort-stories/.) In life we get what we give.

from the
P R I N C I PA L’S
DESK

I have heard this story a countless times. Also, it is said that
what goes around comes around. The value here is honesty. It has an
eternal value. If we look around the world the value of honesty is taken
so casually and of course there are always exceptions. Honest persons
always succeed in life, however much the ordeal those persons go
through during their lifetime.

Fr Leo Alphonse Raj, SJ
“There was a farmer who sold a pound of butter to a baker. One
day the baker decided to weigh the butter to see if he was getting the
right amount, which he wasn’t. Angry about this, he took the farmer
to court. The judge asked the farmer if he was using any measure to
weight the butter. The farmer replied, “Honor, I am primitive. I don’t
have a proper measure, but I do have a scale.”

You all are at home and the environment for learning is
something different. No one is going to be after you whether you do
your work or not. But when each one is honest in what he does and
says, the world will become a better place to live for everyone. To site
an example, the online classes and tests are examples to test one’s
honesty. It is not that someone is not watching. But it is about freedom
and an expected responsibility to be honest with oneself. Honesty is
part of the foundation of one’s core values and principles. It leads
to a fulfilling and free life. It is not about just telling the truth but it
is about being truthful. President Abraham Lincoln says “Resolve to
be honest at all events; and if, in your own judgment, you cannot
be an honest lawyer, resolve to be honest without being a lawyer.
Choose some other occupation.” Honesty has to be the bedrock of our
foundation. It will define who we are before we even allow others to
know more about us. Sursum Corda!

The judge asked, “Then how do you weigh the butter?” The
farmer replied; “Your Honour, long before the baker started buying

life and never be disheartened by the situations around. Do more than exist
– live. Do more than study – learn, and do more than listen – understand.
I have seen the NP boys who have been striving for excellence and, to them
on the winning edge, I would like to say to them, ‘perfection is permanence,
but excellence is progressive’.

P R E F E C T ’S
report

Let me share a famous life history with you all.
‘In 1914, Thomas Edison, at age sixty-seven, lost his factory to fire.
It had very little insurance. No sooner the young man in Edison watched his
lifetime effort go up in smoke than he said, “There is great value in disaster.
All our mistakes are burnt up. Thank God we can start anew.” In spite of
this disaster, three weeks later, he invented the phonograph (gramophone).’
What an attitude!

Fr Anuranjan Ekka, SJ
‘We cannot have control over the wind, but we can choose how we set up
our sail.’
I hope all of you are doing well.
The greatest satisfaction in all our undertakings and activities is
our good performance. In the Jesuit way of proceeding we call it ‘MAGIS’,
which means ‘more’ or ‘greater’. Always doing and performing ‘better’. This
is what I have come across in our boys when it comes to performance; be
it in academics or creativity or games. We need to uphold this ‘NP Spirit’
always in our life, no matter what the situations and circumstances are at
present. This would keep our mind focussed on what we want to achieve.

We can choose our attitude even though we cannot choose our
circumstances. Setbacks in our lives are inevitable. The setbacks can act in
us like a driving force and can teach us humility as well. In order to turn a
setback into a comeback, we need to have courage and faith in us to think
positive and learn greatly from our own experiences. If the ball bounced the
wrong way for us, what do we do from that point on – cry or take the ball
and run? Obviously not cry. That is the choice we need to make. We cannot
have control over the wind, but we can choose how we set up our sail.

Why does one person go through life crossing one hurdle after another
and accomplishes his goals, while another struggles and gets nowhere? My
dear friends, if we are able to find and understand the answer to the above
question, we could revolutionise our life. We need to keep learning in our

I would like to urge you all to continue to learn from your experiences
every day. Do your studies sincerely. Adapt, improvise and take up the
challenge and do things well. My best wishes for the outgoing students and
I wish them all well in their choices of life. Sursum Corda.
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FACULTY FELLOWSHIP

Wood of the Gods
Mr T. N. Lepcha
Traditionally people grow trees (saplings) for timber, fruits,
fodder, fuel and extraction of medicine. This article will try to give you a
short information on tree plantation other than traditional purposes. Tree
plantation is a long term investment but unlike other types of investment,
risk factor is almost nil except taking care of the saplings for at least 3-4
years and then the return is of an exponential rate.

tree. Agarwood plantation is called perfumery-wood plantation.
This information was collected from YouTube during the lockdown
period and I am sharing it with everyone in the hope that someone might
become a billionaire in future and help underprivileged of our society.

The tree in this case is called Agarwood. The botanical name of
this tree is Acquilariamalccensis. There are a total of 17 species in the
world but in India these are two popular varieties, the other one being
Acquilariacrassna. The first one (Acquilariamalccensis) is suitable to
be grown in North-East India but the other one (Acquilariacrassna)
grows well in South India as it can tolerate higher temperatures. This tree
(Agarwood) has several nick names like “Wood of the God”, “Liquid gold”,
“King of wood”, “The most expensive wood in the world”, and so on.
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To grow this tree,the average rainfall must be at least 200-250cm
with 120 precipitation days. High humidity and shade is better for its
growth. Altitudewise, the tree can grow up to a height of 1800 m AMSL
(Above Mean Sea Level). The rate of growth of plant will decline as the
altitude increases. Saplings are available from Assam ₹ 50 per sapling
which will be delivered at the nearest railway station. Example, for
Darjeeling, the railway station will be NJP. Saplings are to be planted at a
distance of 8-9 ft from each other, plant to plant and row to row. It takes
8 years for a plant to be ready for inoculation, which is a kind of kind of
infection inflicted into the tree by injecting fungus, and then after two
years, a tree becomes ready for harvesting. Only the infected portion (or
heartwood) is useful. Heartwood has grading, but it will fetch from about
₹ 50,000/kg- to ₹ 3,00,000/kg in HK.
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Why is this Agarwood so expensive? Well the Heartwood obtained
from this tree is used in making medicine, alcohol, incense and the
world’s most expensive perfume. In the international market, demand
for Agarwood is worth 6 billion annually but at the moment only 10
percent of the demand is fulfilled. The state of Assam is called the capital
of Agarwood in India. Agartala, the capital of Tripura is named after this

D

Lessons in the time of Pandemic
Mr Milan Rai
The Coronavirus has completely engulfed the entire world in

visible and surfaced many pertinent issues that we were unaware of.

its wrath and it appears that as if the earth has stopped revolving.

Even the countries with best medical facilities have miserably been

Never before has any virus terrified the human race more than this

struggling to contain this virus.

disease. Everything has frozen and it feels like as if a humongous

Inefficient handlings of the crisis have led to many deaths.

hand has fallen in the middle of a road and has denied us from moving

Having seen this, a question arises in our mind, has this pandemic

forward. The human race is perplexed and scrambling to find a cure.

taught us anything that can be and should be taken in consideration?

It has not only affected the health and well being of people

Most of our answers, if entirely not, is yes. This pandemic has taught

but has also brought about unprecedented crisis all around the

us many lessons. It has compelled us to contemplate deeply on issues

world. Business is in shambles and there is manifold increase in

ranging from our public health system to importance of hygiene,

unemployment.

immunity and food habits.

Due to all international movements being suspended,

It has also obligated us to design new ways of teaching,

production and demands of goods have severely declined, which

learning, and innovating in business and education alike. Basically

has kept millions of people out of jobs. Hospitals are crowded and

it has taught us skills to survive and how to continue our life even in

medical professionals are pressurized to treat and respond to the

the worst of times. It has asked us the question of ‘what should be our

exponential rise in infection. The medical sector is literally struggling

priorities and choices?’ We have realised the importance of mother

to accommodate and treat the affected due to the large influx of

nature and the environment. More importantly it has taught us to

patients.

hope!

This pandemic has also exposed under-equipped facilities and

Even in dark times such as this, people still dare to dream and

the lack of preparation and awareness of our system. It has made

fight back to restore the normalcy.
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“Sometimes even to live is an act of
courage”
-Lucius Annaeus Seneca

Mr Donavin Grant
Sub-Prefect
Google Classroom Instructor
With that being said (quote) I must say that work at North Point never comes to a halt and our boys are the
perfect example of that. Even during these hard and trying times, our boys are coping up with all their work and
studies.
Life away from NP seems very empty but our boys always remain connected in some way or the other. Almost
everyday a student calls or sends me text saying "Sir I have forgotten my password" and when I hear this the familiar
feeling comes back, the feeling which tells me “it's just another day at school”.
Most of our boys during this pandemic have been busy with our online classes but they have never forgotten
their teachers. Every once in a while our students get in touch asking if we are doing okay and that re-sets
everything in motion. Though we are all away from school following the norms of the lockdown, I must say nothing
compares to the noisy halls and corridors, especially when the last school bell rings and our boys from LD, UD, SD
start getting ready for tea & games and I feel we Sub-Prefects miss that the most.
The more we advance towards the future, things get more developed but with that also comes deforestation,
pollution, diseases and with that came COVID-19, this has halted our progress for a while but this set back has
also brought us closer to our loves ones family and friends. Our boys are more connected to their families and even
with the teachers, as the teacher-student bond is a very special bond.
Even we adults have made the best use of this time away from NP by doing the things we usually don't get to
do with our families while we are away working. My concern goes out to all the boys at NP and I hope that you
may always shine bright like a diamond and succeed in your future endeavours. It is true that we do not know
what the future holds but you know what to do with your future because you boys very well know which
direction you are heading. For instance I have heard Honchin Meithei ( batch of 2020) always tell me "Shoot for
the moon. Even if you miss, you’ll land among the stars".
These few words always put a smile on my face and it has made NP the best place to be. Stay safe, stay well
and you boys know that I have nothing but only love for all of you. Stay focused and let nothing distract you because
only YOU can make a difference, study hard make good use of this time that you have. God bless you.
Sursum Corda
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The Pandemic as a Teacher and
what we can learn

Mr Marcellino Ball
Sub-Prefect

The era of the pandemic that we are living in right now came and changed our lives in the blink of an eye. It appeared
like a storm and has left all of us ruffled and shaken and there seems that there is no end to this dark and stormy weather. It
came as a blow affecting each and everything it touched, engulfing everything under the sun; leaving us unprepared for the
difficulties that it has carried with it.
None of us had the chance to prepare ourselves for it so what we are doing now is dealing with things and situations
that none of us had ever faced before. The storm may wash us off to new lands but I guess that's how things change. We
just need to trust ourselves and make that leap of faith. With the school closed and things altered in our everyday lives, we
are aware of the new challenges of teaching and learning. And I'm sure all your teachers are doing their best in leaving no
stone unturned in keeping with the curriculum. The most that can be done is, to adapt to these changes till normalcy is
achieved. To be honest, when I sit back and think about it, it's life that is the greatest teacher. Nature and time being the
other two. Therefore, the regular schools may have come to a halt, and replaced by virtual classrooms but it's the life lessons
that we can learn from these trying times that we can use to re-analyze and reassess our choices.
The parents too can pass on life’s valuable lessons which they have learnt, to their children. The current situation can
be used as a time to develop the inherent virtues within the child and laying a sort of balance between school curriculum and
learning life's virtues. Therefore, I see the present scenario as a period where children need their family the most, the love
and care that can be given at home. Truly, if we see this pandemic as a disease which we are required to battle, it can only
be done with compassion, love and understanding for one another.
This pandemic has been more of an eye-opener. It has made us realize that nothing is permanent. Although we already
do know that death is uncertain and inevitable, we have to learn to enjoy every moment of our lives. So it is important that
we value life, enjoy life by finding pleasures, not in the materialistic aspects but in the abstract and priceless things that we
can earn and share. Likewise, such values must be inculcated in the children so that each one of us can do our bit to tackle
this situation, by being there for one another. That is what North Point has taught their students from time immemorial;
fraternity, oneness and brotherhood.
When everything is uncertain, even life itself, the only thing that is certain is death. The inevitable death will come
to each one of us one day, but it makes a lot of difference as to how we choose to live. Although there are different ways of
looking into the causes of this pandemic, ours being a Christian institution I would like to see this phase as a test; a result,
something that we have brought upon ourselves as humans with our actions. This issue can be a different debate in itself and
thus questions arise and we are forced to ask ourselves – “are we using our knowledge for the better or worse?” Especially
with claims that state the virus is man - made.
It's time we check on our actions and correct them in relation to the environment and see this life as a blessing and
it's important that we put our knowledge to best use. It's up to us to make the most of this gift that is given to us.
History has been proof of similar epidemics and pandemics and what we can learn from them is that nothing is permanent.
This too shall pass and life will go on as it always has. There's always a silver lining to every cloud, this period too shall
have its own benefits that only time will tell. According to recent reports, it was during quarantine that some of the greatest
inventions took place. Isaac Newton has been credited for having a fruitful period formulating theories during his period of
quarantine.
So therefore, this pandemic, life and times can act as a teacher in showing us and making us realize that we were too
busy in the rat race and that we were ignoring the basic and the most important parts of life; to live life fully! Sometimes
we just need to stop to slow down to build ourselves stronger for what lies ahead. Both sunshine and shower are needed
to replenish us and make ourselves stronger. This storm too shall pass! And when it does, the school shall open its gates
again and may the boys learn to value friendships better, value school and its atmosphere. May it be known that nothing
can replace institutional education because all we know is that although virtual classrooms have taken over, it cannot go on
forever. We will need that human touch, our friends, schools and teachers to give some meaning to our lives.
So I'm hoping that we all learn to value the precious things in life. It is much more meaningful when we are together,
learning from each other, as friends as one great family. Life has not been easy but this isn’t the end either. Lend a hand to a
faltering brother, what better time than now!. With that message I will be hoping to see you all soon, till then hold on tight.
To the students -together we shall overcome and the gates in our home in the mountains will be swung open once again and
we can all sing together- "Hurrah for our home in the mountains".
Sursum Corda
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Message from the Singing & Music Instructor

Mr Ajay Daniel

dear parents
I would like to take this opportunity and occasion to say
THANK YOU for such amazing support and cooperation from all
of you for the “First -Ever P.D Virtual Singing Fest- 2020”.
I also apologize to those parents who had difficulties sending
in the recordings. Some of the selected song recordings will be
uploaded in the school web very soon.
As the country is effectively at a standstill since the lockdown
was announced, we are worried about how to spend and capitalise
on the quality-time of our children. Please encourage your little
one(s) to nurture a new hobby.
Hobbies play a very important role in diminishing
unavoidable stress, as they provide an outlet for creativity.
Learning a new instrument, singing, painting, dancing, cooking,
reading, or playing indoor games can be some of the hobbies you
can encourage and help them to take up. Each hobby comes with
its own creativity, and your child will have something to look
forward to each day. So let us help our children develop those
hobbies and tap into that inner passion during this lockdown
period.
With all good wishes and the assurance of my continued
endeavour to do the best I can for your children.
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V a n illa S ou f f lé
a recipe by

Aaron Gurung
A soufflé is a baked egg-based dish which originated in early
eighteenth-century, created in 1472 France. It is served as a savory
main dish or sweetened as a dessert. The earliest mention of the
soufflé is attributed to French master cook Vincent La Chapelle, in
the early eighteenth century and the word soufflé is the past participle
of the French verb souffler which means “to inflate”.

INGREDIENTS
• 4 large eggs, separated

Souffles are in the same time sophisticated, yet simple and
super delicious.

• 1/4 cup (300ml) of milk
• 5 tbsp (50g) flour

These vanilla souffles are simply out of this world. So fluffy
with a mousse like texture, almost melting in your mouth, light and
airy and full of vanilla flavour. It is an amazing way of finishing your
lunch or dinner.

• 3 tbsp (45g) sugar ( for egg yolks )
• 2tsp (10g) vanilla extract
• 1/4 tsp (1g) salt
• 3 tbsp (45g) sugar, for egg whites

DIRECTIONS:
STEP 1: Preheat oven to 375 F (190C). Place a baking sheet on

For coating the ramekins:

the middle rack in the oven. Grease with butter 4 ramekins of 8 oz
(230ml) capacity using a brush and making upward strokes (seems
this step help the souffle rise evenly). Coat the bottom and sides with
sugar. Discard excess sugar.

• Softened butter and sugar

STEP 1: Separate whites from yolks and set aside until ready to use.
STEP 2: In a medium saucepan bring milk to a simmer.
STEP 3: In another saucepan mix yolks with 3 tbsp sugar until
slightly pale. Add flour and whisk to combine. Pour about a third of
the hot milk over the egg yolk mixture to temper the yolks. Add the rest
of the milk and return to heat. Bring to a boil, stirring continuously;
cook 1-2 minutes more or until thickened.

STEP 4: Remove from heat and stir in vanilla extract. Transfer
mixture to a larger bowl and let cool slightly.

STEP 5: In a separate bowl whip whites with a pinch of salt until
foamy. Gradually add the remaining 3 tbsp of sugar and continue
whipping until stiff peaks form. Gradually fold the whipped whites
into the yolk mixture.

STEP 6: Divide mixture evenly into the prepared ramekins. Place
the ramekins onto the preheated baking sheet and bake for 25-30
minutes until golden and puffed.

STEP 7: Dust with powdered sugar and serve immediately. Enjoy!

Variations: Fruits, nuts and syrups can also be added as toppings.
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CrEaTiVe N.p.

JUNAID SINGH RUCHAL
Class 3 ‘A’

BHAVYA RAJ SUBEDI
Class 12 Sc.

YADID THULUNG
Class 7 ‘D’

SUDHANGSHU
RAI
Class 9 ‘A’

GYALSTEN TSHERING YOLMO
Class 3 ‘C’
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ARYAN GUPTA
Class 5 ‘C’

TATHAGATA SHERPA
Class 6 ‘A’

SHALOM VIVIAN
Class 3 ‘B’

KAIRAV
PRADHAN
Class 5 ‘C’
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VEDANT PAKHRIN
Class 6 ‘A’

MY PET DOG

WAVE OF AFFECTION

The name of my pet dog is “Shimba”,
He is black in colour and has fluffy hair.
He is six months old and he loves to eat
Pedigree
And chew on bones.

I call upon that love and care,
This is what we all may lack;
Childhood was so much fair,
With my parents on my back.
Could neither walk nor talk,
Got to learn it all at a glance;
Wanted to crawl round the clock,
Would I even get that chance?

He loves playing with me and I love playing
with him,
I take him for morning and evening walks
every day.
He always protects our house,
Especially during the night.

Not till was I satisfied,
I could crawl all the way;
Still remember how I cried;
When I was left astray.

He is my very best friend in this world,
I just love his cute smile and his wagging
tail.
He is very faithful and obedient,
I just love my pet dog very much.

Now I am all grown up,
Mourning for childhood to return;
Drinking coffee from my cup,
Would not let those memories burn.

Norbu Tshering Dukpa

Now that I have reached a stage,
I myself pick a crawler up;
I shall shower all the love and care,
Which made me fine and all grown up.

Class 3 ‘B’

Nisad Das
Class 8 ‘C’

WAKE UP!
Wake up! Wake up!
It is a lovely day.
Oh! Please get up
And come and play.
The birds are singing in the trees
And you can hear the buzzing of the bees.
Wake up! Wake up!
It is a lovely day.
Oh! Please get up
And come and play.
It’s much too late to lie in bed,
So hurry up, you sleepy head.
Wash up and dress,
And come out.
Everyone is up and about.
The cow, the horse, the ducks,
And the sheep.
The tiniest chicken
Cheep-cheep-cheep.
Wake Up!

ANANTA PRADHAN
Class 4 ‘A’

Ananta Pradhan
Class 4 ‘A’
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There are a lot of cuisines in different parts of the earth,
some are well known where as some are not. Today I’m here to
talk about my top 3 favourite cuisines from around the world.

an article by

POPULAR CUISINES:
Here is a list of the top ten well known cuisines 10) Indonesian
9) Turkish
8) Thai
7) Spanish
6) Moroccan
5) Japanese
4) Indian
3) Italian
2) French
1) Chinese

RO N A K K AT WA L
Class 8 ‘A’

Now I shall talk about my favourites:

J A PA N E S E
Sushi

Bento

Donburi

Mostly consists of rice which includes
raw or steamed fish or sometimes even
with tropical fruits.

It is a box with a portion of rice or
noodles, fish or other meat and boiled
vegetables or pickles.

A “rice bowl dish” consisting of fish,
meat, vegetables or other ingredients
simmered together and served over rice.

すし

べんと

どんぶり

KO R E A N
Samgyeopsal

Kimchi

Kimbap/Gimbap

A pork based dish where you grill the
pork then wrap it with some lettuce
and other extra fillings and eat.

A spicy and sour dish made up of
fermented
vegetables,
especially
cabbage, and several other ingredients.

Also known as the Korean sushi, it is
made of cooked rice wrapped with dried
seaweed. It is seasoned with sesame oil
and is sweetened.

삼겹살

김치

김밥

I TA L I A N
Lasagna

Fettuccine Alfredo

Spaghetti alla carbonara

It is a dish made up of stacked layers
of flat pasta with filings in the middle
like minced meat, cheese or vegetables.

It is a pasta dish of fresh fettuccine
tossed with butter and Parmesan
cheese.

A pasta dish from Rome made with
egg, hard cheese, cured pork, and
black pepper.
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MENTAL HEALTH AND SIGNIFICANCE
by

Aaron Anzal Bava
12 ‘Commerce’
Mental health is the level of psychological well-being or
an absence of mental illness. It is the state of someone who is
“functioning at a satisfactory level of emotional and behavioural
adjustment”. In simpler terms mental health refers to a person’s
ability to enjoy life and to create a balance between life activities
and efforts to achieve a resistance against any crisis. All along
history Mental Health was treated as taboo, just as any other
controversial subject but with the advent of the age of computers
and technology, this notion is under change. Earlier, the very
thought of dysfunction was treated with regressive methods,
such as witchcraft, exorcisms and black magic.
It is estimated that a total of 450 million people are affected
by some kind of mental illness around the globe. This can range
from ADHD to self-harm tendencies. It is considered as the
need of the moment, as mental illnesses are found to be more
common than cancer, diabetes and heart diseases combined and
that the annual cost of treatment exceeds $3.5 trillion. Among
the affected, only a mere 28% receive a treatment, this is due to
reasons such as social stigma and economic incompetence. This
leads to unhealthy coping mechanisms such as substance abuse
and toxic commitments. Since 1949 the month of May has been
celebrated as Global Mental Health Awareness Month.
Mental illnesses are often dismissed among children and
the youth as it is seen as a desperate cry for attention, where
actually it is in this age group where it is of utmost importance.
The recovery from a mental issue is extremely delicate and one
should seek medical attention as soon they feel it is affecting
their level of productivity. The most effective way to tackle
mental issues among students is to have awareness programmes
and setting up of a zero-judgemental zone in which the students
can share their problems with a qualified adult.
As a North Pointer, it is our duty and responsibility to
lend a hand to a faltering brother. We can use the following
methods to sensitise and help our fellow brethren.
By showing individual respect and acceptance, advocating
within one’s friend group and learning more about mental health.
Always keep in mind that “Mental health is not a destination, but
a process. It’s about how you drive, not where you are going.”

DID YOU KNOW
THE OBSERVABLE UNIVERSE

- Atharva J.C. Subba
3 ‘A’

1.
Mercury is named after the Roman God of travel and
thievery.

6.
ti.

2.
Mars has the tallest mountain and the longest canyon in
the whole Solar System.

7.
Ursa Major (Great Bear) is the most famous constellation
in the universe.

3.

8.
The Hydra, water snake is the largest and the longest constellation till date.

Jupiter is named after the God of the skies.

4.
Uranus is tilted sideways because an asteroid had hit it or
a planet is pulling it.
5.

9.

A young star is called a “protostar”.

The biggest star known star in the universe is the UY Scu-

Venus is also known as Earth’s sister or twin.

10.
The name Earth is derived from the Anglo-Saxon word
“erda” which means ground or soil.
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PICTURE S Q U E

AWANISH GAZMER

AARYA CHETTRI

KESHAB GHIMIRAY
1 0 ‘A’

TORAN PRADHAN
10 ‘B’
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ARCHISMAN GAYEN
8 ‘D’
SWARNIM PRADHAN
10 ‘B’

AAYUSHMAN SHRESTHA
9 ‘D’

VAISHNAV SINGH KHATI
9 ‘B’
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HERALD
S P O R T I F

Trent Alexander-Arnold: This is
the one we all wanted

NBA scrimmage schedule for Thursday
Report from NBA News
The NBA has released its scrimmage schedule in advance of the 2019-20
Season Restart at Walt Disney World Resort in Orlando. All 22 teams participating
will play three scrimmages before the restart officially tips off on July 30. The
NBA will be using 10-minute quarters instead of the usual 12 minutes for the
scrimmages.

Report from LFC NEWS
“This is the one we all wanted,”
smiled Trent Alexander-Arnold as he
stood with a Premier League winner’s
medal around his neck.
The Liverpool right-back, still just
21, wasn’t even born when the club had last
been crowned champions of England, but
his upbringing in the city and Red affiliation
from a young age taught him everything
about the importance of reclaiming the title.
On Wednesday night, the tireless
squad he has become integral to finally
achieved it, ascending the Kop to lift the
Premier League trophy after beating Chelsea
5-3.
Fittingly, Alexander-Arnold had
registered a goal and an assist in the 90 minutes as Liverpool completed a third successive
league campaign without defeat at home.
Amid the celebrations, the No.66 paused to reflect on the historic night with Sky
Sports – read his reaction to a landmark feat below…

Tuesdays, July 28
Memphis Grizzlies vs. Miami Heat (10 a.m. GMT)
Toronto Raptors vs. Phoenix Suns (11 a.m. GMT)
San Antonio Spurs vs. Indiana Pacers (12 a.m. GMT)
Oklahoma City Thunder vs. Portland Trail Blazers (2 p.m. GMT)
Boston Celtics vs. Houston Rockets (4 p.m. GMT)
Dallas Mavericks vs. Philadelphia 76ers (4:30 p.m. GMT)
What to watch for
The Blazers will be a very interesting team when the NBA season restarts.
They’ll get back two front court pieces in Jusuf Nurkic and Zach Collins, who both
hadn’t played at all during the regular season. We’ll get our first look at both of
them in this scrimmage against the Pacers.
As always, the Bucks will have everyone’s attention in this scrimmage.
They get a cupcake game against the depleted Spurs. Milwaukee won’t have Eric
Bledsoe or Pat Connaughton, each testing positive for Covid-19 and in quarantine.
The Bucks are still the favorites, so let’s see if the long layoff has had any negative
effect on Giannis Antetokounmpo and the squad.

Trent, as a local boy what does this mean to you tonight?
Everything. Just the feeling of being up there. This is the one we all wanted as
fans, as players, as a club. I’d swap every medal I’ve got just to have this one round my
neck. But I think that the way we played this season and the feeling we felt being up there
on the podium is unbelievable. For the club it’s massive.
You didn’t have the fans tonight but special to have the family here?
A big thanks to the Premier League, the council and the Government, everyone
who allowed it to happen. It’s an amazing feeling to be able to share it with your family.
They are the ones that mean the most and as the gaffer said before the game they are the
people that we play for. We play for the fans but they are the people that have helped you
along the way from a very young age and they are the ones that have seen the dark times
and the good times, and it’s amazing to be able to share a night like this with them.
There’s been a lot of lads who have come through the Academy, some of the
greatest players in this club’s history. How privileged do you feel to have actually won that
Premier League title and be part of this club and part of this team especially?
I feel so lucky, I feel so blessed to be part of such a special club, be a part of such
a special team. Everyone has played a massive part, the young lads, the senior lads, all the
staff, everyone. It’s been a collective effort and it’s a club effort and it’s going to be a good
night to celebrate it.
You talk about that medal as the one you want and you wouldn’t swap it for any
other one. Graeme Souness said the same. Do you think that mentality will take this
team even further?

Lebron James(left) and Luka Doncic

Definitely. A few years we spoke about it. I think getting the first trophy in and
winning the Champions League last year helped our appetite to win more, more and more,
and I think nights like this and the feeling that you get now is just the feeling that you want
so much. It’s something that will drive us and I think next season this is what we want to
be like in 12 months’ time, to be in a position to celebrate and hopefully in 12 months we’ll
be able to celebrate with the fans here.

Leeds United promoted to Premier
League as champions
Report from Sky Sports
Leeds United will return to the Premier League after a 16-year absence as
champions of the Sky Bet Championship.
West Brom’s defeat at Huddersfield on Friday confirmed Leeds’ longawaited return to the top-flight, before Brentford’s failure to beat Stoke on
Saturday sealed the title for Marcelo Bielsa’s side.
Leeds have enjoyed an impressive campaign after bouncing back from
last season’s play-off heartache to clinch promotion, returning to the top flight
for the first time since 2004. In that time there have been several near misses,
while they also spent three years in League One between 2007 and 2010.
It has been a long and often tortuous road back for Leeds but after ending
16 years of anguish with the Championship title, few could begrudge them their
place back at the top table of English football.
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Crossword- Guitarists of all time
Across:
6.Key Tracks: “Dazed and Confused” “Heartbreaker”
“Kashmir”
8.Key Tracks: “Purple Haze” “Foxy Lady” “The
Star-Spangled Banner” “Hey Joe”
Down:
1.Key Tracks: “Down by the River” “Mr. Soul”
2.Key Tracks: “How High the Moon” “Vaya Con Dios”
“Tiger Rag”
3.Key Tracks: “Black Magic Woman” “Oye Como Va”
“Soul Sacrifice”
4.Key Tracks: “Bell Bottom Blues” “Crossroads” “White
Room”
5.Key Tracks: “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction” “Gimme
Shelter”
7.Key Tracks: “Purple Rain” “Kiss” “When Doves Cry”

SUDOKU

Solutions:Crossword:
Down:1.Diabetes 3.Alzhemier 5.Pneumonia
7.Leprosy 8.Scabies Across:2.Tuberculosis
4.HIV 6.Influenza

Jumble:
DEVOTION, FAMILY, LOYALTY,
FRIENDSHIP, LOVE

Quiz

Word Jumble

Answers to Issue 15 questions: -

ONKWN

1. Tarzan

AERNGM

2. He inspired Professor Severus Snape ; and the
author was of course J.K. Rowling

MAISCFS

3. Bibi ka Maqbara
4. Nippon – koku

OIATPILNC

5. Democritus
6. Chinese Checkers

__ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ is a book written in

1925 by a German politician and leader

7. Men in Black
8. Pepsi
9. They are partially recognized countries
10. Benazir Bhutto ; Pakistan
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Quiz

QUEST

1

2

The name of the book ‘The Fault in
Our Stars’ is derived from a very
famous drama. Name it .

3
5

THE NORTH POINT QUIZ CLUB brings you a
series of thrilling questions. So team up with your
family and go on this quest to find the answers with
the help of the given clues.
Happy Quizzing!!

Identify this flag.

4

The book “ Volga To Ganga “ is a historical fiction . It
traces the migration of the Aryans from the Steppes
of Eurasia to the regions around the Volga River and
then their movement across the Hindukush to the
Indo-Gangetic Plains. Who is its author ?

Which European country
actually shares a border
with Brazil ?
The Gowdas from Goa were originally Hindus.
Many of them were converted to Christianity by the
Portuguese. What unique funeral tradition do the
Hindus of this tribe follow ?

7

6

Celebrated annually on October 23
from 6:02 a.m. to 6:02 p.m, this day is
celebrated in many schools to instill
an interest in chemistry. What day is
celebrated on this day?

23

Name the Father and Son duo
who have won Olympic medals
for India, in different sports.

In 1975 Bohemian Rhapsody was number one for almost nine weeks.
It was finally knocked out by a song with a name that appears in the
lyrics of Bohemian Rhapsody. Name the song and the band.

9

8

OCTrd

10

Jayante Rane is an illustrator who has been
sketching a certain character for almost 30 years.
We see the character everywhere : in restaurants
or hotels, motels etc. Identify the character or the
company.

18

M. S. Seth was hired as a draughtsman. He
drew many everyday objects as symbols.
What were these symbols used for? They
are still used

“ To practice any art, no matter how well
or badly, is a way to make your soul grow.
So do it. ”
KURT VONNEGUT
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